Sequence-specific protein -nucleic acid recognition is determined, in part, by hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid side-chains and nucleotide bases. To examine the repertoire of possible interactions, we have calculated geometrically plausible arrangements in which amino acids hydrogen bond to unpaired bases, such as those found in RNA bulges and loops, or to the 53 possible RNA base-pairs. We find 32 possible interactions that involve two or more hydrogen bonds to the six unpaired bases (including protonated A and C), 17 of which have been observed. We find 186 "spanning" interactions to base-pairs in which the amino acid hydrogen bonds to both bases, in principle allowing particular base-pairs to be selectively targeted, and nine of these have been observed. Four calculated interactions span the Watson -Crick pairs and 15 span the G:U wobble pair, including two interesting arrangements with three hydrogen bonds to the Arg guanidinum group that have not yet been observed. The inherent donor-acceptor arrangements of the bases support many possible interactions to Asn (or Gln) and Ser (or Thr or Tyr), few interactions to Asp (or Glu) even though several already have been observed, and interactions to U (or T) only if the base is in an unpaired context, as also observed in several cases. This study highlights how complementary arrangements of donors and acceptors can contribute to base-specific recognition of RNA, predicts interactions not yet observed, and provides tools to analyze proposed contacts or design novel interactions.
Introduction
The ability of proteins to recognize specific RNA sites is important in many biological systems but the "rules" governing these interactions are not well understood. This is in part because the structural database of protein -RNA complexes is still relatively limited (despite the recent addition of the ribosomal subunit structures) and, perhaps more importantly, because RNA structures are so diverse. In addition to Watson-Crick helices, RNAs often contain non-Watson -Crick base-pairs, unpaired bases such as those in bulges and loops, and base-triples or other higher-order tertiary interactions.
1,2 Therefore many of the principles of protein -DNA recognition inferred from the large number of solved structures 3, 4 may not apply to RNA.
Despite the current gaps in knowledge, it is apparent that one important determinant of specificity in both DNA and RNA complexes is the complementary nature of hydrogen bonding interactions between polar groups on the protein sidechains and nucleic acid bases. A seminal study by Seeman et al. conducted before the structure of even a single protein-nucleic acid complex had been solved 5 systematically examined the possible hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid side-chains and groups along the edges of the Watson-Crick base-pairs. They concluded that interactions involving two hydrogen bonds would be required to uniquely distinguish each base-pair from the others, and inferred that two hydrogen bonds from a single functional group would 0022 E-mail address of the corresponding author: frankel@cgl.ucsf.edu specify a site with higher precision than from two independent groups, analogous to the "chelate effect" in which formation of one bond favors formation of additional bonds by an increase in effective concentration. 6 Based on their analysis, Seeman et al. predicted two interactions in which precisely positioned side-chains in the DNA major groove could discriminate amongst all the basepairs: one in which the guanidinium group of Arg donates two hydrogen bonds to the O6 and N7 acceptor groups of guanine and a second in which the carboxamide group of Asn (or Gln) hydrogen bonds to the N7 acceptor and N6 donor groups of adenine. These interactions are indeed the most commonly observed in protein -DNA complexes, 4,7 -9 and the importance of such direct amino acid-base hydrogen bonds in determining sequence specificity has been confirmed by many structure-function studies.
Several detailed studies have analyzed the interactions observed in protein -DNA complexes, partly in efforts to determine whether a "recognition code" exists for DNA double helices. 3,4,8 -14 It seems clear that while no simple code exists, some common interaction patterns between amino acids and bases can be found, particularly within a given structural context such as the zinc finger or helix-turn-helix motif. 3, 11, 15 Hydrogen bonding interactions to the bases comprise about twothirds of all base-specific contacts, 4 and interactions involving two hydrogen bonds from the sidechain are dominated by the Arg-G and Asn(Gln)-A interactions described above. The only other frequent bidentate interaction utilizes the amino group of Lys to hydrogen bond to the O6 and N7 acceptors of guanine, although other two hydrogen-bond interactions are found that utilize bifurcated bonds or donors and acceptors from the peptide backbone. 4 A statistical survey of 28 protein-DNA complexes found that side-chains possessing both donor and acceptor atoms more frequently use the donor atom for hydrogen bonding. 8 In addition to direct amino acid -base hydrogen bonds, it is clear that other types of interactions contribute to DNA recognition, including water-mediated hydrogen bonds, van der Waals contacts, and interactions to the sugar -phosphate backbone, and that the structural context in which the interactions are presented is an inherent part of the recognition process. 3, 4, 10, 13, 14 The analysis of protein-RNA interactions is at an earlier stage and the available structures represent only a small subset of possible RNA tertiary elements, but some characteristics are beginning to emerge. 2,16 -19 With respect to hydrogen bonding, perhaps the most obvious difference between RNA and DNA complexes is the use of the ribose 2 0 OH group in about a quarter of all hydrogen bonds. 19 In addition, of all the observed base-specific interactions, hydrogen bonds appear less dominant than in DNA complexes, 17 -19 probably because a significant number of bases are not stacked within Watson -Crick duplexes and consequently some bases are sequestered from solvent via van der Waals interactions with the protein. Nevertheless, the importance of hydrogen bonding for RNA-binding specificity is as apparent for RNA as it is for DNA. It is inherently more difficult to evaluate the possible amino acid hydrogen-bonding interactions to RNA than to DNA 5 given the large number of possible RNA base configurations, and therefore a systematic computational approach is required. Here, we report the calculation of databases of hydrogenbonding interactions between amino acids and bases or base-pairs that can occur in RNA structures. The databases include interactions between unpaired bases, such as those found in bulges or loops, and non-Watson -Crick base-pairs, some of which involve multiple hydrogen bonds that may be used to uniquely recognize bases in particular structural contexts. The databases may be useful not only for analyzing existing interactions but also for designing novel interactions in RNAbinding proteins or peptides, in combination with other experimental approaches.
Computational Approach Database construction
The approach for generating hydrogen-bonding arrangements of amino acid side-chains with bases or base-pairs utilizes simple geometric and steric criteria and is illustrated in Figure 1A . The program WASABI (what are the specific amino acid -base interactions) first forms a single linear hydrogen bond between a side-chain and base for every possible combination of donor and acceptor groups, and then samples the allowable threedimensional conformations by rotating the sidechain around each of five angles (pivoting around the donor or acceptor heavy atoms) while still maintaining the initial bond. One rotation is symmetric along the axis of the hydrogen bond and would be redundant for the donor and acceptor sites. Each conformation is evaluated for the formation of additional hydrogen bonds (using the parameters shown in Figure 1B ) and the absence of steric clashes. The "best" conformation, as judged by a scoring function that favors linear hydrogen bonds (see below), is identified and all unique hydrogen-bonding arrangements are stored, including those with single hydrogen bonds. This three-dimensional search algorithm is an adaptation of a two-dimensional version used to systematically generate base -base combinations. 20, 21 One limitation to the WASABI algorithm is that the length of the initial hydrogen bond remains fixed during the conformational search, but its length subsequently may be varied to generate multiple conformations of any hydrogen-bonding arrangement (see below).
Conformational searches were performed utilizing the nine hydrogen-bonding side-chain moieties shown in Figure 1C , including unprotonated and protonated forms of histidine, and either with the six RNA bases (A, C, G, U, A þ , C þ ) or 53 possible RNA base-pairs generated by Walberer et al. 21 In addition, we constructed interactions with the additional DNA base, thymine, and the 17 possible base-pairs that utilize thymine. 20 These types of amino acid-DNA interactions may occur in the context of single-stranded sites or in helices with extruded bases.
For our steric parameters, van der Waals radii taken from AMBER 22 were divided by 2 1/6 to approximate hard sphere radii; 23 these radii were further reduced by a factor of 0.8 to include geometries slightly outside a reasonable steric range. Polar hydrogen atoms were assigned van der Waals radii of 0.2 Å and also were further reduced by the 0.8 steric parameter. Because the polar hydrogen atoms had such small radii, we implemented a filter that removed conformations in which two polar hydrogen atoms were closer than 2.5 Å , approximately the distance between two oxygen atoms, thereby eliminating unfavorable arrangements with two nearby positive charges. Amino acid side-chains were constructed using the LEAP package with param96 residue definitions. 22 The parameters used to define a hydrogen bond ( Figure 1B) were chosen based on the analysis of small molecule high-resolution crystal structures 24, 25 and on an empirical test of the donor angle parameter. A maximum distance of 3.4 Å was used for all hydrogen bonds. We estimated acceptor and donor parameters from the crystal structure analysis, which reported only acceptor -hydrogen -donor atom angles, by assuming a hydrogen-acceptor length of 2.0 Å and a donor -hydrogen bond length of 1.0 and using donor angle ¼ sin
21
(D), where D is as described previously. 25 For the nitrogen acceptor angle, values of 0(^22)8 for two-center hydrogen bonds and 0(^45)8 for three-center hydrogen bonds were Figure 1 . A, Schematic of the WASABI search method. Rotations 1 -3 illustrate rotations about the donor atom and rotations 4 and 5 illustrate rotations about the acceptor atom, conceptually similar to first holding the amino acid fixed and rotating the base (1 -3) and then holding the base fixed and rotating the amino acid (4, 5) . B, The three parameters used to define a hydrogen bond: the acceptor angle, the donor angle, and distance between heavy atoms, with parameters listed for the different atom types. C, The nine hydrogen-bonding moieties of the amino acid sidechains, with arrows indicating donor and acceptor positions.
Computed Amino Acid-Base Interactions three standard deviations from the mean and therefore included virtually all observed hydrogen bonds. Thus, we used a nitrogen acceptor angle of 0(^50)8 to include slightly unreasonable geometries and to allow us to evenly sample conformations using a 48 step size. We used an oxygen acceptor angle of 0(^90)8 for similar reasons. To determine an appropriate cutoff for the donor angle parameter, we performed a set of WASABI calculations using angles from 0(^30)8 to 0(^40)8 and found that 0(^36)8 generated all known interactions (see below) and that at least some of the additional conformations generated using a 0(^38)8 angle appeared reasonable by inspection. A similar empirical approach was used to select the 0(^18)8 donor angle parameter used to construct the base -base interaction database, which was substantially more restrictive due to the planar nature of the conformational search. 21 As mentioned above, WASABI generates multiple conformations with the same hydrogen bonding arrangement and thus we devised an empirical scoring function in order to select a representative conformation with as planar an arrangement as possible. Scores (S) were calculated over all hydrogen bonds as follows: 24 -28 Finally, we wished to ensure that each calculated arrangement could accommodate a nucleotide backbone and complete amino acid side-chain. We added C2
0 -endo or C3 0 -endo ribose sugars (generated using AMBER parameters) to each base in a combinatorial manner, rotating the sugars by 3608 around the C1 0 -N1 bond in 28 increments. We similarly added all amino acid rotamers from Dunbrack & Cohen 29 (August 10, 1999 release) in a combinatorial manner and identified any model in which no set of sugar and rotamer conformations could be accommodated sterically. These models were analyzed further using DIVERSIGEN as described below. Although we used one hydrogen bond moiety to represent Asn(Gln), Asp(Glu), and Ser(Thr) side-chains ( Figure 1C ), rotamers of all represented amino acids also were added for these final steric tests. Interestingly, two interactions involving bifurcated hydrogen bonds with Ser and Thr were found to be sterically impossible but could occur with Tyr. Despite the larger size of the Tyr side-chain, the planarity of the aromatic ring makes the interaction more favorable than with the Ser or Thr side-chains (see Results).
Diversity generator
Each hydrogen-bonding arrangement is represented in our databases by a single conformation, however many three-dimensional conformations typically are possible for each arrangement. We constructed a diversity generating program, DIVE-RSIGEN, that begins with one conformation and creates a set of conformations chosen to represent the sterically accessible space for the particular hydrogen-bonding arrangement. For arrangements that could not accommodate the nucleotide sugars and side-chain rotamers (see above), we generated ten representative conformations and tested each for its ability to accommodate the sugars and rotamers. Those few arrangements that could not (see Table 1 ) were eliminated from the databases.
To generate conformational diversity, first the length of each hydrogen bond in a particular arrangement is set to three values, corresponding to short, median, and long distances that cover the experimentally observed range for each type of donor -acceptor pair. Next, the same five angles varied in the WASABI search again are incrementally varied, beginning with a large step size, and hydrogen bond distances and angles are monitored and steric tests performed using the parameters described above to retain plausible conformations with the appropriate hydrogen bonds. Conformations generated using each of the starting hydrogen bond lengths are retained, until a total of , 10,000 are generated (or 1000 -4000 in a few The raw output from WASABI was filtered to remove sterically restricted conformations, calculational and structural redundancies, and bifurcated and single hydrogen-bonded interactions, as described in the text. Bifurcated interactions refer only to those in which a donor or acceptor atom on the amino acid is simultaneously involved in two hydrogen bonds to a base and does not include those in which a bifurcated bond exists between two bases of a base-pair. The narrow donor angle parameter used to construct the base-pairs limits the number of bifurcated bonds.
particularly sterically restricted cases). The step size used for each of the angles varied is adjusted iteratively to achieve the desired , 10,000 conformations. These conformations then are clustered into the desired number of representatives (10 to , 10,000), chosen to cover conformational space as completely as possible. It is particularly difficult to achieve a good representation when choosing a small number of conformations to represent a broad space. To assess whether a chosen set of conformations reasonably represents the space sampled, we define similarity of any two conformations as the Euclidean distance between the five parameters of the WASABI search. For conformations a and b, with parameter coordinates {a 1 , a 2 …a 5 }, {b 1 
Thus, we are defining conformational similarity based on hydrogen bonding parameters and not on the r.m.s.d. of three-dimensional coordinates. The clustering routine produces conformations within each hydrogen bond class (short, median, long), with their number proportional to the number of conformations found for each in the WASABI search.
Database search of observed interactions
We identified all hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acids and bases or base-pairs in protein-DNA and protein -RNA complexes in the PDB (July 15, 2002 release; see Table 2 ). For this search, we slightly relaxed the hydrogen bonding parameters, using a donor angle of 0(^40)8 and a maximum distance of 3.5 Å to ensure that no plausible interactions would be missed. Of the 433 protein-DNA complexes examined, 378 were crystal structures, 22 were averaged NMR structures, and 33 were NMR ensembles. Of the 132 protein-RNA complexes examined, 103 were crystal structures, seven were averaged, NMR structures, and 22 were NMR ensembles. Only crystal structures with , 3.5 Å resolution were used. Hydrogen atoms were added using InsightII (Biosym) or AMBER PROTONATE, and the search program automatically calculated optimized placement of hydrogen atoms where rotatable hydroxyl and amine groups are involved. Optimized hydrogen positions were determined by rotating the hydrogen into the plane formed by points D, A, and X ( Figure 1B ) for each potential hydrogen bond. Polymerases and topoisomerases were considered non-specific binders and were not examined, and for crystal structures with multiple complexes in a unit cell, only one representative was included. For the 30 S and 50 S ribosomal structures, one representative structure for each was chosen (1fjf and 1jj2, respectively), and all others removed. We made no other attempts to remove other possible sources of redundancy, including similar structures solved by more than one group, similar structures reported at different levels of resolution or refinement, or mutant structures (one interaction was observed only in a mutant; see Results and Discussion). For the NMR structures, we scored the presence of an interaction if it was observed in the averaged structure or any member of an ensemble. Our goal for this study was to gather all the observed interactions rather than to compile precise statistics.
Results

Database construction
To better understand the ways in which RNA sites might be recognized by proteins in a basespecific manner, we calculated extensive databases of possible hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid side-chains and either the six unpaired bases (A, C, G, U, A þ , and C þ ) or the 53 possible RNA base-pairs in planar conformations. 21 Although our focus is primarily on RNA, we also constructed databases that include thymine or the 17 possible thymine-containing base-pairs that might be found in single-stranded DNA structures. A simple geometric algorithm (WASABI; Figure 1A ) was utilized in which a single hydrogen bond was first formed between a hydrogen-bonding donor or acceptor of a side-chain moiety ( Figure 1C ) and a complementary group on a base, followed by a systematic conformational search that identified additional possible hydrogen bonds in sterically plausible configurations. Each of five hydrogen bond angles ( Figure 1B (Table 1) , but we focus primarily on interactions containing two or more bonds that have defined orientations and may contribute to high binding specificity.
In addition to the simple steric criteria applied by WASABI to the side-chains and bases, we also wished to ensure that each hydrogen-bonding arrangement could accommodate the nucleic acid backbone and at least one reasonable conformation of a full amino acid side-chain. We added C2 0 and C3 0 -endo conformations of the ribose sugar and all amino acid rotamers 29 in a combinatorial manner to all arrangements and found that every interaction to the unpaired bases was acceptable, whereas 170 interactions to the base-pairs were sterically restricted. Given that the WASABI search utilized only planar conformations of the basepairs 21 and output only a single conformation for each hydrogen-bonding arrangement, we wished to generate a larger set of plausible conformations for any individual arrangement and to re-examine their abilities to accommodate the backbone moieties. We constructed the DIVERSIGEN algorithm, which generates a specified number of output conformations for a single hydrogen-bonding arrangement (see Computational Approach; Figure 2 ), and found that only 12 arrangements to the base-pairs remained sterically impossible when multiple conformations were tested (Table 1) . DIVERSIGEN may be used to generate multiple conformations of amino acid interactions with bases or base-pairs (Figure 2A ) or of interactions between bases ( Figure 2B ).
The modeled interactions were constructed using the hydrogen-bonding moieties shown in Figure 1C , assuming that interactions involving the carboxyl groups of Asp and Glu, the carboxamide groups of Asn and Gln, and the hydroxyl groups of Ser and Thr would be redundant. Indeed, we found that all arrangements could accommodate the extra lengths of the Glu, Gln, and Thr side-chains. Initially we considered the hydroxyl-containing moiety of Tyr as separate from Ser(Thr), but subsequently found that all Ser(Thr) interactions could be represented by Tyr interactions despite the extra bulk of the Tyr ring. Interestingly, two Tyr base-pair arrangements cannot occur with Ser, both involving a bifurcated hydrogen bond to one base that is located close to the sugar of the second base, illustrating that steric clashes can occur with shorter side-chains that position peptide backbone atoms closer to the bases. All interactions with thymine were possible with uracil. Thus, the databases were appropriately filtered for all types of redundant interactions, including those with His þ and pseudosymmetric arrangements with Asn(Gln) and Arg moieties that produce structural redundancies (Table 1) .
Amino acid -base interactions
There are 344 unique ways for the amino acid hydrogen-bonding moieties to interact with the bases, including A þ and C þ (Table 1) . Of these, 225 utilize single hydrogen bonds, representing all possible acceptor -donor combinations. Some of the interactions, even with one hydrogen bond, Figure 3 . Amino acid -base interactions with two or more hydrogen bonds. Interactions are grouped by base type, and are subgrouped by the interacting face. Bifurcated versions of two interactions are shown (#10, #22) that probably are more stable than the related two hydrogen-bonded versions also present in the database. In these cases, the additional bifurcated interaction is absent only when the side-chain is placed considerably out of the plane of the base. Five interactions (#5, #7, #9, #15, #23) are observed only at the edge of our parameter range (requiring a donor angle of 388) and may not be energetically favorable.
Computed Amino Acid-Base Interactions require that the amino acid be roughly perpendicular to the plane of the base to avoid steric clashes, particularly for His interactions with adenine N3. To simplify analysis of the database, we removed bifurcated hydrogen-bonding interactions and those involving the protonated bases (A þ , C þ ) that do not form hydrogen bonds to the extra proton (Table 1) . Thus, there are 32 unique interactions involving two or more hydrogen bonds between amino acid sidechains and the unpaired bases (shown in Figure  3 ). For two of the Asn(Gln) interactions, we present arrangements that include bifurcated bonds that probably are more stable than the non-bifurcated versions in the database. Of the 32 possible interactions, 12 involve Asn(Gln) and eight involve Ser(Thr/Tyr). Both types of side-chains show potential interactions to all bases except A þ , and their dominance likely reflects the high frequency of adjacent acceptor and donor groups on the bases, as also described for base -base interactions. 21 Asp(Glu), with two acceptors, shows five interactions, including one with A þ not possible with the unprotonated base, and none with U. Arg, with five hydrogen donors on its guanidinium group, allows only four interactions, all with C and G.
To help evaluate the completeness of our database and to determine whether any rules might be inferred from known interactions, we identified amino acid -base hydrogen bonds in proteinnucleic acid complexes in the PDB (Table 2) , using slightly relaxed hydrogen bond parameters (see Computational Approach) to help ensure that no plausible interactions would be missed. All observed interactions are found in our database, including 17 of the 32 possible two-hydrogen bonded arrangements (Table 3 ; Figure 3 ). There are 12 types of interactions in DNA complexes, including five in the major groove and two in the minor groove of Watson -Crick helices, with the Arg-G and Asn(Gln) -A interactions (#26 and #13, Figure 3 ) predicted by Seeman et al. 5 dominating, as previously observed. 4,7 -9 Only six types of DNA interactions are found in which amino acids form two hydrogen bonds to a Watson -Crick face. A Ser -U interaction is observed in a reverse transcriptase complex (#3, Figure 3) , 30 a Lys-C interaction (#6, Figure 3 ) is observed in a nucleocapsid-single-stranded DNA complex, 31 an Arg-C Numbers refer to the interactions shown in Figure 4 . Face refers to the interacting surface of the base (Watson-Crick, major groove, minor groove) in a Watson-Crick helix. The observed cases in DNA and RNA are indicated, with details (protein name, pdb identifier, residue) provided for bases that are not in a Watson-Crick pair.
a Interactions in the major or minor grooves are listed only if they are found in unpaired or non-Watson-Crick pairing contexts. Table 4 . Calculated amino acid -base-pair spanning interactions
Base-pairs are listed according to the numbering used by Walberer et al. 21 For cases in which the protonated base atom did not form an additional hydrogen bond in the pair, the number of the corresponding unprotonated pair is indicated in parentheses. The A þ :C pair (12) is the only case with interactions not observed with the unprotonated partner. The arrangements marked with brackets indicate base arrangements in which a U is flipped, presenting essentially an identical donor and acceptor arrangement. The interactions observed with these related pairs are identical in all but one case, where steric restrictions differ.
interaction (#8, Figure 3 ) is observed in a base excision DNA repair complex, 67 Asn (or Gln) -A interactions (#16, Figure 3 ) are observed in RNaseB -DNA and methyltransferase -DNA complexes, 32, 68 Asp -G interactions (#28, Figure 3 ) are observed in two telomere-binding protein complexes, 33, 34 and Asp (or Glu) -C þ interactions (#29, Figure 3 ) are observed in HhaI and HaeIII methylase complexes in which cytosine bases are extruded from the DNA helix. 35, 36 Despite the relatively small database of protein-RNA complexes, the diversity of amino acid -base interactions already seems apparent. There are 16 types of interactions with RNA bases, including eight in which amino acids form two hydrogen bonds to a Watson -Crick face (Table 3) . Of these, Gln -U, Ser -C, and Ser -C þ interactions (#4, #12, #31; Figure 3 ) have been observed only in RNA complexes, whereas Ser -U, Lys -C, Arg-C, Asn (Gln)-A, and Asp -G interactions (#3, #6, #8, #16 and #28) have been observed in both DNA and RNA complexes. In addition to recognition of the Watson-Crick faces of the bases, some interactions to the major or minor groove faces are found in unpaired or non-Watson -Crick pairing contexts (Table 3) , adding further to the diversity of interactions seen with RNAs. For recognition of RNA Watson-Crick pairs, the Arg-G interaction is the most common, as for DNA, and the Asn(Gln) -A interaction is observed rarely (only one), as noted previously. 18 
Amino acid -base-pair interactions
One potentially attractive strategy to uniquely recognize portions of an RNA involves simultaneous hydrogen bonding to both partners of a non-Watson -Crick base-pair. 21 The Rev-RRE interaction appears to utilize such a strategy to recognize an unusual G:A base-pair. 37, 38 To systematically examine the possible amino acid interactions with base-pairs, we constructed a database using the 53 possible RNA base-pairs that are bridged by two or more hydrogen bonds (and 17 additional pairs that include thymine). 21 After removing bifurcated and redundant interactions, as for the unpaired bases, we identified 186 "spanning" interactions in which two or more hydrogen bonds bridge across each pair (Table 1) . Table 4 lists all interactions by the 53 RNA basepairs defined by Walberer et al. 21 As with the unpaired bases, the most common interactions utilize Asn(Gln) (77 arrangements), but in contrast, Arg interactions also are common (64 arrangements), whereas there are only three possible Asp(Glu) interactions, two to non-canonical G:C and C:A þ purine-pyrimidine pairs, one to a C:C þ pyrimidine-pyrimidine pair, and none to any purine-purine pair. Interestingly, very few Arg interactions are possible with the purine-purine base-pairs (just three arrangements) but are common to the purine -pyrimidine and pyrimidinepyrimidine pairs.
Of the 186 possible spanning interactions, nine potentially form three hydrogen bonds, all using Asn(Gln) or Arg side-chains (Figure 4) . The four interactions involving Arg are with G:U wobble or reverse wobble base-pairs (see below), whereas the five interactions involving Asn(Gln) are with four unusual base-pairs, two G:G and two G:C þ pairs. These six base-pairs are among the most commonly used for all spanning interactions Figure 4 . Spanning interactions utilizing three hydrogen bonds. The base-pair numbering is that used by Walberer et al. 21 The top set shows interactions with the G:U wobble, related G:C þ , and reverse wobble pairs, and the bottom set shows three interactions of Asn(Gln). Two symmetric Asn(Gln) interactions are shown to the symmetric G:G base-pair 18, which in principle might occur simultaneously.
(base-pairs #8, 10, 18, 20, 31, 32; Table 4 ), reflecting the diversity of their donor and acceptor groups. Some of these pairs also are observed to form potential base-triple interactions in which a third base, rather than an amino acid, is used to span the base-pair. 21 Nine examples of spanning interactions have been observed (Figure 5 ), including four to Watson-Crick pairs and two to a G:U wobble pair (discussed below). Six of the nine are in RNA complexes and three of these involve a non-canonical, non-wobble base-pair. In the crystal structure of a spliceosomal U2B 00 -U2A 0 protein complex with a U2 snRNA hairpin, Lys20 makes a spanning interaction to a specificity-determining U:U base-pair located in the loop ( Figure 5) . 39 In NMR structures of an HIV Rev peptide bound to an RRE hairpin or to a related RNA aptamer, 37 ,38 the carboxamide of Asn40 hydrogen bonds to both bases of an important G:A base-pair ( Figure 5 ). The position of Asn40 in the two Rev peptide -RNA complexes is well-defined by the NMR data, but the Asn-G:A hydrogen bonding arrangements appear to differ ( Figure 5 ). It is not yet clear whether the difference in these spanning interactions reflects the slightly different RNA contexts in which the G:A pair is presented or inaccuracies in the structures. A tight RRE-binding peptide identified from a combinatorial library probably utilizes a Gln side-chain, instead of Asn, in the context of a polyarginine framework to form a spanning interaction to the G:A pair. 40 Two of the nine observed spanning interactions were not found in our database. One of the reported Rev-RRE Asn-G:A interactions ( Figure 5) was missing because the G:A pair in the complex is especially non-planar, 37 although it was readily identified when we first used DIVERSIGEN to generate ten conformations of the G:A pair ( Figure  2B ) and then used WASABI to generate all possible amino acid hydrogen bonding interactions. This case illustrates one limitation to approximating the base-pairs as nearly planar, as well as an approach to account for such interactions. The construction of subsequent databases may explicitly take into account the three-dimensional diversity of base-pairings. The second missing interaction, observed in the structure of an EcoRV-DNA complex, 41 places two polar hydrogen atoms at a distance of 1.87 Å in a Thr-A:T spanning interaction ( Figure 5 ) and was eliminated from the database because polar hydrogen atoms closer than 2.5 Å are considered to have clashing charges. Subsequent crystal structures of EcoRV bound to the same DNA site but with different flanking sequences suggest that Thr186 makes only one hydrogen bond to the O4 of T and that another side-chain (Asn185) may hydrogen bond to the N6 of the paired A, 42 -45 suggesting that the Thr-A:T interaction may not involve two hydrogen bonds.
Spanning interactions to Watson -Crick and wobble base-pairs
Because Watson -Crick base-pairs dominate in nucleic acid structures, followed by G:U wobble base-pairs in RNAs, 46, 47 we examined their possible spanning interactions in more detail. We found four possible interactions with the two WatsonCrick base-pairs ( Figure 6 ). Asn(Gln) can span either the major or minor groove of a G:C pair and the major groove of an A:U(T) pair, whereas Arg can span the minor groove of an A:U(T) pair. Two of these interactions have been observed: an Asn-A:T major groove interaction in a c-Myb -DNA complex and Asn -G:C minor groove interactions in both EndoIV-DNA and Gln tRNA synthetasetRNA complexes ( Figure 5) . 48 -50 In the c-Myb complex, 48 Asn183 hydrogen bonds to both partners of an A:T pair in one of 25 members of an NMR ensemble. While seemingly not well populated, the interaction is within the constraints of the experimental data and mutation of Asn183 to Ala severely reduces binding activity. 51 In the crystal structure of the EndoIV complex, 49 an Asn35 interaction to a G:C pair represents the only direct side-chain -base hydrogen bonds in the complex. However, EndoIV is a DNA base excision repair endonuclease that recognizes abasic nucleotides within a protein pocket, so the role of a basespecific spanning interaction is unclear. In the crystal structure of a Gln tRNA synthetase mutant bound to its cognate tRNA, 50 the mutant Asn235 side-chain hydrogen bonds to both bases of the G3:C70 base-pair in the minor groove of the acceptor stem. Asn is able to make an additional hydrogen bond to the G:C base-pair compared to the wild-type Asp side-chain, consistent with the observed decrease in K M corresponding to a gain in binding free energy of , 1.3 kcal/mol.
The wobble G:U base-pair is very common in RNA structures, and our database contains 16 possible spanning arrangements utilizing Arg, Lys, Asn(Gln), and Ser(Thr/Tyr) side-chains ( Figure 7) . The Arg and Lys interactions can occur only in the major groove, the Ser(Thr/Tyr) interaction only in the minor groove, and the Asn(Gln) interactions in both grooves. Seven of the 11 Arg-G:U hydrogen bonding arrangements require a non-planar orientation of the guanidinium group relative to the base pair ( Figure 7B ). One spanning interaction between Lys28 and a G:U wobble pair has been observed in the NMR structure of L30 bound to a hairpin site in its mRNA 52 ( Figure 5) , with the position of Lys28 being welldefined by a large number of NOEs. The Lys28 side-chain also appears to make two additional hydrogen bonds to the surrounding RNA tertiary structure formed by this terminal G:U pair of a helix and an adjacent internal loop. Another spanning interaction between Lys19 and a G:U wobble pair has been observed in an SRP19-7SL RNA complex. 53 
Discussion
The repertoire of interactions An early study by Seeman et al. defined several ways in which base-pairs might be recognized in the context of a DNA double helix through hydrogen-bonding interactions to amino acid sidechains. 5 In the case of RNA, bases can be presented in many more structural contexts, including unpaired configurations and a variety of nonWatson-Crick arrangements, and thus the number of possible recognition modes is expected to be quite large. As a first attempt to define the interactions possible within complex tertiary structures and perhaps identify some "rules" of recognition, we performed a systematic search for amino acidbase and amino acid -base-pair interaction patterns based on geometric and steric criteria. We identified , 5000 plausible interactions, including 32 with two hydrogen bonds to a single base and 186 with two or three hydrogen bonds that span a base-pair. Only 17 types of interactions to a single base and nine that span a base-pair have been 48 and Asn-G:C minor groove interactions have been observed in EndoIV -DNA 49 and Gln tRNA synthetase-tRNA 50 complexes. observed. Among those that recognize unpaired bases are interactions to the Watson-Crick face of cytosine bases extruded from DNA double helices in two methylase complexes 35, 36 and an Asp -G interaction in TRAP and threonyl-tRNA synthetase RNA complexes. 54, 55 The Asp -G interaction is essential for TRAP binding 56 and also is observed in the binding of GTP by G proteins, where binding specificity can be switched to xanthine (XTP) by a compensatory change to the donor and acceptor arrangement of Asn. 57 Our calculated interactions include other interesting arrangements in which amino acids recognize the Watson-Crick faces of unpaired bases or span the G:U wobble pair (see below), and some of these are likely to be observed as the database of RNA -protein complexes expands.
The calculated hydrogen bonding arrangements represent a potentially important class of basespecific interactions, although they do not include interactions with water molecules, backbone moieties, hydrophobic groups, or CH· · ·O bonds. 17 -19,58 To preliminarily assess whether the calculated interactions are energetically reasonable, we computed in vacuo interaction energies of the 28 arrangements involving the four unpaired, unprotonated bases ( Figure 3 ) using quantum chemical methods (A.C.C. & A.D.F., unpublished results). Five interactions near the edge of our parameter range (388 donor angle) were unstable (see Figure 3 legend), and none of these has been observed. Of the remaining 23 arrangements, all but Lys -G (#25) appear to reside at stable energy minima, with good hydrogen bond geometries and favorable interaction energies. Thus, our hydrogen bonding criteria generally result in stable arrangements, although the energetic contribution of any individual interaction clearly will depend on its structural context and, in some cases, may be thermodynamically unfavorable while still contributing to binding specificity. 59 
Importance of spanning interactions
One of the most interesting aspects of the databases is the identification of spanning interactions that, in principle, can provide unique ways to distinguish among the 53 possible base-pairs. While only nine spanning interactions have been observed so far, there is evidence that some are important in non-Watson -Crick base-pair recognition ( Figure 5) . In a U2B 00 /A 0 -U2 snRNA complex, Lys20 of U2B 00 spans a U:U base-pair at the base of a loop, allowing discrimination between U2 and a related U1 hairpin recognized by U1A. 39, 60 In two Rev peptide -RRE complexes, Asn40 makes a spanning interaction to a G:A base-pair, and both the Asn and G:A pair are critical for recognition. 37, 38, 61, 62 In an L30 -rRNA complex, Lys28 spans a highly conserved wobble G:U base-pair, and mutation of the Lys decreases binding affinity by 20 -30-fold. 52 Similarly, in an archaeal SRP19-7SL complex, Lys19 spans a G:U wobble pair at the base of a tetraloop and is one of only two base-specific interactions formed in the complex. 53 Our calculated spanning interactions suggest other strategies to recognize the G:U wobble pair ( Figure 7A ). Two arrangements in which different donor faces of the Arg guanidinium group are used to form three hydrogen bonds may be particularly favorable, and preliminary energy minimization and quantum chemical geometry calculations indicate that both are stable (data not shown). Interestingly, a model of the Drosophila ortholog of the U2B 00 /A 0 -snRNA complex described above positions Arg52 in the major groove of a G:U wobble pair where the Lys -U:U interaction is found, 39 perhaps replacing one spanning interaction with another. Indirect experimental evidence for an Arg-G:U interaction is provided by the existence of a G-G:U base-triple in tRNA Asp . 63 In this triple, part of the WatsonCrick face of G forms three hydrogen bonds to a G:U wobble pair, presenting three donors in an arrangement virtually identical with that of the guanidinum group (Figure 8) . Thus, the Arg-G:U and G-G:U interactions can be considered "pseudo-isomorphic". Calculated databases of base-triples contain many types of spanning interactions where a third base hydrogen bonds to both partners of a base-pair, 21 and two additional A þ -G:U and C þ -G:U arrangements are found that are pseudo-isomorphic to the proposed Arg-G:U interaction. The nearly equivalent arrangement of donors on the Arg guanidinium group and guanine base has been demonstrated by competition experiments that identified a guanosinebinding site in the Tetrahymena group I intron. 64, 65 To date, two spanning interactions have been observed with Watson-Crick base-pairs but our studies suggest two other possible arrangements ( Figure 6) . A spanning interaction of Asn(Gln) with a G:C pair in the major groove seems especially plausible given that the arrangement of Figure 8 . Similarity of a G-G:U base-triple and a modeled Arg-G:U wobble interaction. The base-triple has previously been observed in tRNA Asp . 63 Computed Amino Acid-Base Interactions donors and acceptors on a G:C pair are relatively symmetric in both the major and minor grooves ( Figure 6 ), and given the precedent of the minor groove interaction. However, it is unclear how well such an interaction would discriminate between base-pairs because Asn(Gln) can similarly span the major groove of an A:U(T) pair ( Figure 6 ). In contrast, the Asn(Gln) minor groove spanning interaction, observed in the Gln tRNA synthetase and EndoIV structures, can uniquely distinguish the donor/acceptor arrangements among all basepairs using an appropriately positioned sidechain, as can a possible spanning interaction of Arg in the A:T minor groove ( Figure 6 ). In principle, several side-chains might be used to discriminate a G:U wobble pair from the WatsonCrick pairs. From inspection of Table 4 , Lys, Ser, or Arg are able to form spanning interactions to the wobble pair but not to the Watson-Crick pairs, whereas Asn can span both types. Thus, if Lys, Ser, or Arg were positioned between the bases of a pair, accurate discrimination might be possible. We favor Arg for this purpose, given its potential to form the three hydrogen-bonded interaction described above.
Complementarity of donoracceptor arrangements
In general, the bases and base-pairs display a high frequency of adjacent acceptor and donor groups 21 and consequently, arrangements involving the carboxamide group of Asn(Gln) or the hydroxyl group of Ser(Thr/Tyr), which have complementary acceptor -donor pairs, are highly represented among the possible doubly hydrogenbonded interactions ( Figure 3 , Table 4 ). Such interactions to the single bases are relatively commonly observed (Table 3 ). In contrast, there are few possible interactions to Asp(Glu), reflecting the limited number of adjacent donor group arrangements on the bases. For unpaired bases, six of the 32 possible arrangements involve Asp(Glu) (Figure 3 ), but only three have favorable hydrogen bond geometries. Of these, two interactions are to the protonated bases (A þ and C þ ) and one is to G. Interestingly, Asp-C þ and Asp-G interactions already have been observed (Table 3 ) despite the involvement of the Watson-Crick face. A previous analysis of DNAprotein complexes revealed that interactions with Asp and Glu are rarely observed, and it was suggested that this probably reflects unfavorable electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged carboxyl group and DNA backbone. 13 It seems that the arrangement of donors on the bases also inherently disfavors hydrogen-bonded Asp(Glu) interactions. The rarity of hydrogen bonding possibilities for Asp(Glu) may present a good strategy for base-specific recognition and, indeed, two out of the three types of interactions with unpaired bases already have been observed despite the relatively small size of the RNA structural database, with the Asp-G interaction appearing in five different RNA -protein complexes.
Because donors and acceptors become occupied in a base-pair, it is instructive to examine the doubly hydrogen-bonded interactions possible only in an unpaired context. Such interactions are candidates for recognizing bases in bulges or loops. Interestingly, every amino acid interaction to U (or T) can form two hydrogen bonds to a base only in the absence of any type of base-pairing (assuming two hydrogen bonds are required to form a base-pair). This is a consequence of the fact that U (or T) possesses a total of only three donor and acceptor groups and thus cannot simultaneously form two hydrogen bonds to both another base and to an amino acid, nor can bifurcated bonds be made to the middle N3 donor group. Thus, U bases in RNA bulges and loops in principle could be specified uniquely by two hydrogen bonds and, indeed, seven cases already have been observed (Table 3) .
Utilization of the databases
The databases described may be useful for deducing specific amino acid -RNA contacts in conjunction with biochemical data, or by analyzing amino acid -base covariations or compensatory mutations, as attempted for an L11 ribosomal protein -rRNA complex. 66 In principle, the databases also may be used to engineer "isosteric" changeof-specificity variants, or to aid in designing novel sequence-specific binding proteins whose interactions are guided largely by hydrogen bonding interactions. The databases, named NAIL (nucleic acid interaction libraries), have been placed on a graphical web site † along with a set of filters that can be used to sort through the databases by criteria such as: number of hydrogen bonds, type of amino acid, and type of base or base-pair 21 .
